Finishing of Nordic Products

This technical note provides information on the finishing products used with Nordic Lam+ and Nordic X-Lam products.

**Nordic Lam+**

Nordic Lam+ structural glued laminated timber (glulam) is made from Spruce-Pine-Fir species (mainly Black Spruce), and the product is finished to an industrial or architectural grade (classification) as defined in the proposal and agreed upon by buyer and seller. For interior-use applications, one coat of clear surface sealant is factory-applied on all surfaces, unless otherwise specified. For exterior-use applications, given the different uses and products available, please contact Nordic Structures (typically not included in Nordic’s scope). Member ends (with exposed end grain) are factory-coated with a clear end-grain sealer.

Finishing products used:
- Surface treatment, interior-use applications: Sansin KP-12UVW (clear)
- Surface treatment, exterior-use applications: to be determined
- End sealer: Laurentide 474-237

**Nordic X-Lam**

Nordic X-Lam cross-laminated timber (CLT) is made from Spruce-Pine-Fir species, and the product is finished to an industrial or architectural grade (classification) as defined in the proposal and agreed upon by buyer and seller. One coat of clear surface sealant is factory-applied on exposed surfaces of architectural appearance grade panels, unless otherwise specified.

Finishing product used:
- Surface treatment: Sansin KP-12UVW (clear)


---------

Technical Data Sheets:
- Technical Data Sheet, Laurentide 474-237
- Technical Data Sheet, Sansin KP-12UVW

Safety Data Sheets:
- Safety Data Sheet, Laurentide 474-237
- Safety Data Sheet, Sansin KP-12UVW